2) システム構成

#3 ライブ手術中継（胃） 2003.8.22

#5 アジア太平洋医療情報学会（APAMI） 2003.10.21
#9 内視鏡的逆行性膵・胆道造影ライブ中継 2004.2.24

Plan of Network Configuration of Telemedicine event

Hanyang University Hospital

Kyushu University Hospital

#10 ライブ手術中継（脳外科） 2004.5.25

Plan of Network Configuration of Telemedicine event

Hanyang University Hospital

Kyushu University Hospital
Plan of Network Configuration of Teleconference event

Notes

Conference Room of Kyushu U
Conference Room of HYU
Prepared by Kyushu U Hospital
Prepared by HYU

#11 移植カンファレンス 2004.5.31

#12 アジア太平洋先端ネットワーク（APAN）@ケアンズ 2004.7.2

◆ System configuration image
#15 ロボットセミナー 2004.7.15

Plan of Network Configuration of Telemedicine event

Notes
- Red: Robot of Kyushu U
- Blue: Conference Room of Kyushu U
- Purple: Preparation by Data U
- Orange: Preparation by QIC
- Black: Wired Audio
- Green: Preparation by QIC

Ewha Womans University Hospital

- Screen
- Camera
- Projector

Conference Room of Ewha

- Digital Video Camera

Conference Room of Kyushu

- Digital Video Camera
- Projector

#17 エブウィルス関連疾患の症例検討 2004.8.27

Plan of Network Configuration of Telemedicine event (Final Config.)

Notes
- Red: Image from Kyushu U
- Purple: Image from QIC
- Orange: Image from Olympus
- Black: Wired Audio
- Green: Preparation by QIC

National Cancer Center of Korea

- Screen
- Camera
- Projector

Conference Room of QIC

- Digital Video Camera

Conference Room of Ewha

- Digital Video Camera
- Plasma Display

Conference Room of Kyushu

- Digital Video Camera
- Plasma Display
- Projector

Images from Kyushu U.

Images from QIC

Images from Olympus

Images from NCC

Images from local site

Images from Polycom ViewStation

Images from Polycom ViewStation
Plan of Network Configuration of Teleconference event

Notes

- Conference Room of Kyushu U
- Conference Room of HYU
- Preparation by Kyushu U Hospital
- As is
- Preparation by QIC

#19 内視鏡テレカンファレンス 2004.9.15

#20 日本癌学会 2004.9.30
#21 アジア太平洋遠隔教育カンファレンス（APRU） 2004.10.12

Plan of Network Configuration of Teleconference event

Notes

Conference Room of Kyushu U. Hospital
Conference Room of Tsinghua U.
Preparation by Kyushu U.
Preparation by Tsinghua U.
Preparation by QIC

As is

Teaching Conference Room of Tsinghua U.

Notes

Conference Room of NCC
Preparation by Kyushu U. Hospital
Preparation by NCC
Preparation by QIC

National Cancer Center of Korea

Kyushu University Hospital

#22 腹腔鏡下胃切除術セミナー 2004.10.22

Plan of Network Configuration of Telemedicine event

Notes

Conference Room of Kyushu U.
CP Room and Conference Room of NCC
Conference Room of MCG
Preparation by MCG
Preparation by QIC

As is

Operating Room

Notes

Conference Room of NCC
Preparation by Kyushu U. Hospital
Preparation by MCG
Preparation by QIC

National Cancer Center of Korea

Kyushu University Hospital
# System Configuration for EUS-guided Biopsy Event

National Cancer Center of Korea

Kyushu University Hospital

【Bundang Hosp., Seoul】
【Tsinghua Univ., Beijing】
【Kyushu Univ. Hosp., Fukuoka】
【Amari W.G. Hotel, Bangkok】

Handling video output image. (Full screen / 4 split screens)
◆ System configuration image

Handling video output image
(Full screen / 4 split screens)

Input monitor
Output monitor

Controlled by any web browser

- DV Camera
- Display or Project
- Plasma Display
- DV Camera
- Display or Project

Internet / Research Net.